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An overview of learning analytics

Learning analytics, the analysis and representation of data about learners in order to improve learning, is a new lens through which teachers can understand education. It is rooted in the dramatic increase in the quantity of data about learners, and linked to management approaches that focus on quantitative metrics, which are sometimes antithetical to an educational sense of teaching. However, learning analytics offers new routes for teachers to understand their students, and hence to make effective use of their limited resources. This paper explores these issues, and describes a series of examples of learning analytics to illustrate the potential. It argues that teachers can and should engage with learning analytics as a way of influencing the metrics agenda towards richer conceptions of learning, and to improve their teaching.
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Introduction

There is a tension between the framing of education as an economic activity and conceptions of education and learning that are concerned with the development of meaning and the transformation of understanding. These difficulties are far from purely theoretical concerns: they increasingly have very practical, concrete consequences for teachers and learners, notably around resource constraints, class sizes, and time pressures. Within this constrained environment, teachers are subject to accountability processes based on and enabled by the deployment of quantitative metrics of their practices.

Quantitative metrics are increasingly used not only because of theoretical framings that support them, but also because of a substantial and dramatic change in their practicability over the last ten or twenty years. This change is often referred to as Big Data: the quantity, range and scale of data that can be and is gathered has increased exponentially (or close to exponentially). Accompanying this explosion of data is a
series of rapid advances in computational techniques for managing, processing and analysing these large volumes of data in ways that are actionable. These developments are transforming enquiry. The scale of data is greatest in science - for instance, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN produced 23 petabytes (23 million gigabytes) of information in 2011 (CERN, 2012). The effect is not restricted to science - for instance, the ability to manage and integrate textual and geographic data is changing scholarly practice in the classics (see e.g. Project HESTIA: the Herodotus Encoded Space-Text-Imaging Archive, http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/hestia/index.html). New approaches become possible: for instance, rather than sampling, an entire population can be captured. The volume and scope of data can be so large that it is possible to start with a dataset and apply computational methods to produce results, and only subsequently to seek an interpretation or meaning.

Big data is by no means restricted to the academy. Technology companies such as Google and Facebook make managing staggeringly large datasets their core business, but even companies such as grocery retailers are increasingly deploying big data techniques to capture, understand, model, predict and influence consumer behaviour. The growing field of Business Intelligence is concerned with the management and processing of data to support corporate practice, including performance metrics.

The framing of education as an economic activity supports the view of educational institutions as businesses Business Intelligence is increasingly applied in higher education, in areas such as outreach and advertising, enrolment, management, and fund-raising, but also in more academic areas. 'Dashboards' showing performance metrics against targets are increasingly popular with senior managers, and political pressures such as the current focus on college completion in the US reinforce this direction.
These developments are not always welcomed by teachers. Two examples are illustrative. Texas A&M University introduced a system that calculated dollar amounts for each individual faculty member, ostensibly accounting for that person’s net contribution to – or subtraction from – the university’s financial position. This was not uniformly welcomed by all faculty, who argued that the figures were inaccurate and unfair (Simon and Banchero, 2010). In the United Kingdom, successive Research Assessment Exercises and the forthcoming Research Excellence Framework seek to calculate numeric values for research performance – again, to considerable controversy about validity and the effect on practice.

But what about the learners?

Learning analytics is the application of these Big Data techniques to improve learning. Learning analytics is currently a fixture in educational horizon-scanning reports (see e.g. Johnson et al 2011; Johnson, Adams and Cummins 2012; Sharples et al 2012) and in a raft of other publications aimed at practitioners and aspiring practitioners from organisations concerned with technology in education, such as Educause (http://www.educause.edu/library/analytics), JISC (http://jisc.cetis.ac.uk/topic/analytics) and SURF (http://www.surf.nl/en/themas/InnovationinEducation/learninganalytics/Pages/default.aspx). Vendors of learning technology are providing analytics packages: for instance, Blackboard, Desire2Learn, Instructure and Tribal have all released analytics tools, and there is also activity in the Moodle community. The high-profile providers of Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCs) - Coursera, Udacity and edX - are all using analytics tools to inform their practice.

There is also a growing research community around the topic. An annual conference, Learning Analytics and Knowledge, has been organised (Long et al 2011;
Buckingham Shum, Gasevic and Ferguson 2012), a special issue on the topic has been published recently (Siemens and Gasevic 2012), and an international research network set up: SoLAR, the Society for Learning Analytics Research (http://www.solaresearch.org/).

This increasing activity has a range of drivers and facilitators. Firstly, there is the pressure towards performance management, metrics and quantification. Secondly, there is an increasing volume of data available about learners and learning, particularly as more learning takes place online in Learning Management Systems or Virtual Learning Environments (LMS/VLEs). Every page visited, every interaction, every click can in theory be recorded and stored. Thirdly, statistical and computational tools to manage large datasets and to facilitate interpretation have become available as a result of Big Data activity.

The most commonly-cited definition of learning analytics emerged from an open online course on learning and knowledge analytics (LAK11, http://www.learninganalytics.net/?p=28) and was adopted by the associated First International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge in 2011 (Long et al 2011):

"the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs"

As with any field of activity, particularly new ones, drawing clear distinctions between related endeavours is problematic, contested and liable to change; however, broad outlines can be drawn. Two other emerging areas have significant overlap with learning analytics. The first is academic analytics, which is the use of business intelligence in education. This tends to focus more at the institutional and national level,
rather than on individual students and courses (Long and Siemens, 2011). The second is educational data mining (EDM), which seeks to develop methods for analysing educational data, and tends to focus more on the technical challenges than on the pedagogical questions (Ferguson, 2012). Learning analytics is first and foremost concerned with learning.

A key concern in learning analytics is the need to use the insights gathered from the data to make interventions to improve learning, to generate 'actionable intelligence' (Campbell, DeBlois and Oblinger, 2007) which informs appropriate interventions. This is addressed in accounts of the learning analytics process address. Campbell and Oblinger (2007) set out five steps: Capture, Report, Predict, Act, Refine. Clow (2012) places this as the central idea in his Learning Analytics Cycle (figure 1). The cycle starts with learners, who generate data, which is processed into metrics, which are used to inform interventions, which in turn affect learners. The learners may be students in a traditional higher education setting, or in less formal contexts. The data can include demographic information, online activity, assessment data, and final destination data. The metrics can be presented in a wide range of ways: from a simple indication of whether learning progress is being made, to a comparison of outcomes to some benchmark, or a visual picture of activity in an online forum. The interventions again range widely, from students taking action in the light of metrics showing their activity compared to that of their peers, to teachers contacting students identified as requiring some particular extra help.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]

Figure 1: The Learning Analytics Cycle, from Clow (2012).

Learning analytics is not so much a solid academic discipline with established methodological approaches as it is a 'jackdaw' field of enquiry, picking up 'shiny'
techniques, tools and methodologies, including web analytics (the analysis of logs of activity on the web), social network analysis, predictive modelling, natural language processing, and more (examples and explanations of these are given below). This eclectic approach is both a strength and a weakness: it facilitates rapid development and the ability to build on established practice and findings, but it - to date - lacks a coherent, articulated epistemology of its own.

Having set out learning analytics and its context in broad terms, this paper presents a set of more concrete examples of learning analytics practice, to provide a more grounded view of the field. The examples are not intended to be exhaustive, but were selected to give an overview of the range of possibilities opened up by learning analytics. They are presented in a rough order of maturity and deployment, starting with approaches that are widely deployed and validated in use with real students, and ending with more speculative ideas under active development but not yet proven in practice.

**Predictive modelling**

The first example of learning analytics - in this paper, and indeed in the field - is predictive modelling. The basic concept of predictive modelling is fairly straightforward: a mathematical model is developed, which produces estimates of likely outcomes, which are then used to inform interventions designed to improve those outcomes.

Predictive modelling can be applied to education in a wide range of ways. The best-established application is estimating how likely it is that individual students will complete a course, and using those estimates to target support to students to improve the completion rate. Sophisticated mathematical techniques like factor analysis and logistic regression are applied to a large dataset containing information about previous students on the course. This information includes things that are known at the start of the course
such as the students’ previous educational experience and attainment, demographic information (such as age, gender, socio-economic status, etc), and things that become known during the course - data about their use of online course-related tools (how often they log in, how many postings that make) and formative and summative assessment data. The final key piece of information is whether the students went on to complete the course. A model is developed from this data, and then applied to the information available for current students, to give a quantified prediction of whether each student will complete the course. These predictions are typically displayed in some way to teachers, department heads, administrators and so on in a 'dashboard'.

In principle, predictive modelling is not profoundly different from a traditional teacher noticing which students are struggling in class and giving them extra help; predictive modelling could be seen as simply extending this ability to the online learning world. However, there are important practical differences. Firstly, the output of predictive modelling is a set of estimated probabilities, and it is widely established that many people struggle to correctly understand probabilities and to make consistent decisions based on probabilistic information. Secondly, the output is not (typically) restricted to a student's teacher: the information is readily made available to others beyond the immediate learning context. Thirdly, the output can be used directly to trigger actions and interventions without involving a teacher at all.

It is important to stress that the predictive power of these models is far from perfect. Not only do they produce probabilities, but those probabilities suffer from significant error: it is not possible to perfectly and accurately predict the chances of a student completing a course based on the data available. However, they are significantly more often right than wrong, and it is possible to use them to improve student completion.
Course Signals at Purdue

The Course Signals project at Purdue University (http://www.itap.purdue.edu/studio/signals/) is the most prominent and arguably the most successful application of predictive modelling to student completion in higher education.

The predictive model at the heart of Signals was first developed by Campbell (2007), and is based on four components: demographic characteristics, previous academic history, interaction with the LMS/VLE during the course, and performance on the course to date (Arnold 2010). The predictions from the model are translated into a signal: green, denoting a high chance of success; yellow, denoting potential problems; or red, denoting a high chance of failure.

Teachers run the model and generate signals for the students on their course. The teacher can then choose what interventions to trigger: sending a personalised email or text, posting the signal on the LMS (where the student alone can see it), referral to support services, or arranging a face to face meeting.

The first pilot deployment of Signals was in 2007, and it is not applied to all courses at Purdue. Results so far are impressive (Arnold and Pistilli 2012). Overwhelmingly, students’ signals tend to improve over a course, rather than worsen. This in-course improvement is reflected in improved grades: the increases vary between courses, but all see an improvement on previous semesters when Signals was not used, with an average of 10 percentage-point increase in grades A and B, and a 6 percentage-point decrease in grades D, F and withdrawals. There is increased overall retention: of the 2007 cohort, 69% of students with no exposure to Signals are retained, compared to 87% of students with exposure to at least one course using Signals. Qualitative feedback is very largely positive too, with students reporting that they perceive the emails as
personal contact, and faculty reporting that the tool helps them provide help to students, and that Signals leads to students becoming more pro-active in seeking support. There is at least anecdotal evidence that students carry the support-seeking behaviours from one course to another, even where the subsequent course does not use Signals (John Campbell, personal communication, May 2012). Importantly, the Course Signals are not used in a decontextualised environment: the teacher is central to the process, and uses their judgement to direct students to appropriate existing resources within the university.

Other implementations

Predictive modelling has been used in many different universities (see e.g. Campbell, DeBlois and Oblinger 2007), often with powerful results. It is quite possible to transfer the overall approach between contexts, models themselves cannot be transferred, and significant work is needed to develop an implement a successful system: there will be variation not only in what data is available, but in its predictive power. As an example, a project at the UK Open University (RETAIN, http://retain.open.ac.uk/) found that the level of activity itself was not predictive of success or failure, but a fall-off in activity was a clear indicator of trouble (Wolff and Zdrahal 2012): students could be successful without being active online, but if a previously-active student stopped being so, they were unlikely to complete.

Far from all modelling efforts are written up and made available to the research community, particularly where the tools used are part of a proprietary system. One notable exception is Desire2Learn, which in addition to being a high-tier sponsor of the first two Learning Analytics and Knowledge conferences (LAK11 and LAK12) has also published details of the approach to predictive modelling it uses in its products (Essa and Ayad 2012).
Social network analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) is a set of methods for analysing the connections between people in a social context, using techniques from the computer science field of network analysis. Individual people (or, more technically, actors) in the social context are called nodes, and the connections between them are called ties or links. A map (a social network diagram, or sociogram) can be drawn by treating the nodes as points and the connections as lines between them as lines. So, for instance, in an online forum, the nodes might be the individual participants, and the ties might indicate replies by one participant to another's post. These diagrams can be interpreted simply by eye (for example, you can see whether a network has lots of links, or whether there are lots of nodes with few links). Alternatively, they can be interpreted with the aid of mathematical analysis of the network.

SNAPP

Social Networks Adapting Pedagogical Practice (SNAPP, http://www.snappvis.org/; Bakharia and Dawson 2011) is a social network analysis tool specifically developed for online learning contexts (Dawson 2010).

SNAPP allows teachers to track learner activity in the forums of a LMS/VLE over time, displaying a social network diagram with the individual learners indicated by a red circle, and the links between them as lines. SNAPP makes it easy for teachers to identify, for instance, learners who are entirely disconnected from the network (and hence are not fully participating), or learners who are central to the network (and hence are key enablers of the conversation). It also helps teachers to identify the pattern of interaction in the forum - whether, for example, it is largely teacher-centric, or is more diffuse with stronger peer interaction. Another use is to identify self-contained groups, or cliques, who interact with each other but not with those beyond the group. SNAPP is
designed to be easy to use, but this does mean that SNAPP is not as flexible and powerful a tool for analysing social networks as the more general tools.

**More advanced analysis**

SNAPP lies at one end of a scale of complexity of social network analysis: it focuses on a single forum (at any one time), and the links between the nodes are simply whether a person has replied to another person's forum posting. It is possible to use SNA in more complex educational contexts. For instance, Suthers and Chu (2012) used SNA to explore the Tapped In community for educational professionals (http://tappedin.org). Their approach, inspired by Actor-Network Theory, was much more detailed and rich, based on an 'associogram', rather than a simple social network diagram: a complex multidirectional mapping of the participants, the artifacts they created (e.g. messages in chatrooms, postings in discussions, shared files), and the actions taken by the participants on those artifacts (e.g. writing/posting, and reading). Essentially, they were able to identify real communities purely from their online activity on the site, without directly using information about their affiliation, geographic location, and so on. This approach could be applied, for example, to identify communities among student populations, which could be used to better inform decisions about group work, placements, project or assignment topics, and so on.

**Usage tracking**

The data for learning analytics can come from student activity in the LMS/VLE, or in similar online community environments. It can also come from students' use of any application on a computer. Many tools exist to capture what a user does on a computer over time, and these can be used as a source of data about student activity when the learning task requires them to use something beyond the LMS/VLE.
For example, Santos et al (2012) developed a dashboard for students on a software development course at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. The students use a range of applications (word processor, programming environment, and web browser) to carry out a software development assignment, working in groups. Their activity was logged by time-tracking software (including RescueTime, http://rescuetime.com), and this data was presented in a dashboard. They could see, for instance, whether they were spending more or less time on email or writing code or looking things up than their peers, and how their web browsing compared. Feedback from students was on balance positive, but not very strongly so.

It is not yet clear how valuable this sort of approach can be for improved student learning. It also raises questions about what sorts of feedback and information are helpful, and also ethical concerns around privacy and monitoring, to which this paper will return in the Discussion.

**Content analysis and semantic analysis**

The examples discussed so far have concerned essentially quantitative data generated by students. However, advances in computation, in fields such as natural language processing and latent semantic analysis, make it possible to analyse qualitative, textual data - not just in terms of simple frequency counts (how many times particular words are used), but in richer, more meaningful ways.

For example, Lárusson and White (2012) have developed the Point of Originality tool, which enables teachers to track how students develop originality in their use of key concepts over the course of a series of writing assignments. The data in this context is the students' writing itself, analysed using a sophisticated database of English (WordNet, http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). The teacher types in the key words they want to explore, selects which student's work they want to examine, and the tool
displays a series of coloured markers for each assignment, with bigger and 'hotter'-
coloured markers indicating more original use of the key words. Clicking on a marker
displays the writing sample in question. A trial on an introductory general course on
computing showed a strong correlation between originality scores in the Point of
Originality tool and the grades achieved for the final assessment, and also between the
originality of their writing and the quantity of their contributions online.

A more speculative example is automated feedback to students about the nature
of their online writing, with the aim of improving the quality of educational dialogue.
Several frameworks for analysing and characterising the nature of educational dialogue
have been developed, including the work of Neil Mercer and colleagues on exploratory
talk in classrooms (see e.g. Mercer and Littleton 2007). This work has been applied to
the analysis of online educational discussion (Ferguson and Buckingham Shum 2011) to
identify places where exploratory talk took place, which could for learners visiting
archived discussions to find the most useful material. These methods could be used to
analyse students' contributions to an online forum, giving them feedback about the
degree to which their online talk is exploratory (or matches other criteria for
constructive educational dialogue), and offering suggestions for ways in which they
might contribute more effectively.

The learning analytics community does not at present encompass the growing
field of automated assessment, but there are many strong parallels, and one could argue
that automated assessment is a particular form of learning analytics. In particular, any of
the many tools under development to support marking of summative written
assignments could be deployed in a formative way as cues for intervention.
Recommendation engines

Recommendation engines (or recommenders) are computational tools that provide suggestions to individuals for items they may be interested in, based on analysis of the behaviour of many users. The most famous example is Amazon's 'Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought' feature; Amazon also uses a recommendation engine to suggest purchases based on a customer's purchase history, and on the ratings they have given to other products. The same techniques can be applied in an educational context. So, for example, a system could suggest learning resources to a student based on what resources they have previously used or found helpful, and on other students' behaviour and ratings.

However, it may be problematic to apply this approach in the context of a conventional university with a set curriculum: students typically are offered relatively little choice about the direction of their study, and so have less need for an automated system to suggest learning resources that might be helpful. It may have more application at higher levels of study, and perhaps the greatest potential benefit lies in more open-ended and less formal learning contexts.

Discussion

These examples show some of the potential benefits of learning analytics. They raise a series of implications for teachers in higher education.

The first and perhaps most obvious area is the ethics of personal data. Foucault (1991) uses Bentham's Panopticon as a symbol of how institutions and power structures enforce self-surveillance and control through the belief that scrutiny may occur at any time. The nightmare vision of Big Data for individuals is that the system does not rely on self-surveillance to enforce a disciplinary regime: all actions are captured, logged, and analysed, so transgressions will be noted regardless of whether the jailer happens to
be looking in the right direction. A more positive vision of widespread disclosure is Brin's (1999) conception of a transparent society, where surveillance by those in power is held in check by openness and 'sousveillance' by those not in power, using increasingly widely-available tools for capturing and analysing data (e.g. political demonstrators streaming video live online from their phones). These radical visions of little or no privacy, and of highly-informed and capable sousveillance, are some way from the current situation.

In practice, surveillance is far from complete, and is circumscribed by a regime of policies on the ethical capture and use of personal information. In almost all developed world jurisdictions outside the US, there is comprehensive data protection legislation that requires that issues of informed consent, data accuracy, appropriateness of use, and access to information by the individual are addressed. Universities themselves typically have policies on data governance, and in a research context, any learning analytics activity will have to pass scrutiny by a body such as an Institutional Review Board or Ethics Committee. However, learning analytics is often applied outside an explicit research context; practitioners then have the responsibility to ensure that their practice meets those ethical standards.

Being open about learning analytics with students can improve their perceptions of the activity (as with Signals), but openness need not and arguably should not be complete in learning contexts. The opportunity to learn by making mistakes in a safe context can be a powerful learning experience, and far from all learners are happy to have their mistakes kept on record for all time.

Students typically know and care more about their own learning situation than even the most dedicated teacher. In numerate disciplines many students are quite capable of making intelligent use of data about their learning. Using learning analytics,
they can be encouraged to take personal responsibility for their own situation - making use of the feedback available about what they're doing, and making appropriate decisions about support.

Teachers too have responsibilities. Educators have a professional responsibility to use tools and methods that can improve student learning, and learning analytics offers potentially powerful ways of doing this. A learning analytics system can reveal information about students, which leads to new ethical challenges. If you know before they start that a potential student is extremely unlikely to complete, should you admit them? Or will that simply reinforce existing power structures that put them in that position? Feeding back a negative view of a student's prognosis needs to be handled sensitively and appropriately. Learning analytics offers the possibility of focusing resources on where they are most needed. However, if resources are directed entirely towards students who are in danger of failure, there is a risk of short-changing the experience of stronger students. The experience of Signals at Purdue suggests that this need not be the case - as described above, there was a greater improvement in high grades than there was a reduction in fail grades.

As a field, learning analytics is data-driven, and is often atheoretical, or more precisely, is not explicit about its theoretical basis. Several authors have sought to ground learning analytics in theory (e.g. Clow 2012; Suthers et al 2008; Dawson 2008; Atkisson and Wiley 2011), but this is not universal, running the risk of treating the data that has been gathered as the data that matters. The choice of what is measured - in learning analytics terms, the selection of metrics - is critical. If an educational system is designed to optimise metrics that do not encompass learning, it is likely that learning will be optimised away. For those who care about learning, the choice is to attempt total
resistance to the regime of metrics, or to take a more pragmatic course and insist on the inclusion of appropriate metrics that do reflect learning.

This raises the crucial question of assessment. If assessment does not reflect and reward those aspects of learning that are valued, a learning analytics system that improves assessment scores will not improve learning. Concerns about the appropriateness and reliability of assessment practices are far from new (e.g. Rowntree 1987), but analytics places a new weight and scrutiny on assessment.

**Conclusion**

The promise of learning analytics is the empowerment of teachers and students to understand the wealth of data that relates to their learning. Engaging in this process is a way of taking control of the agenda, so that the economic framing can be at least supplemented with a concern for learning. It is not a simple or straightforward process, and a focus on the data alone is not sufficient: to achieve institutional change, learning analytics data need to be presented and contextualised in ways that can drive organisational development (Macfadyen and Dawson 2012).

Learning analytics is a new technology, which affords new social actions. The question of the nature of technology and its relationship to existing power relationships and structures is well beyond the scope of this article, but it seems clear that educational data and can and will be used in attempts to reinforce the status quo. Ewing (2011), in a comprehensive demolition of the use of value-added modelling for evaluating teacher and school performance, argues that mathematics is often misused:

"as a rhetorical weapon - an intellectual credential to convince the public than an idea or process is "objective" and hence better than other competing ideas or processes. This is mathematical intimidation. It is especially persuasive because so
many people are awed by mathematics and yet do not understand it - a dangerous combination."

This neatly captures the main risks of the use of analytics in difficult times. The process of data gathering and interpretation is proceeding apace in higher education, often driven by the demands and worldview of managers and the economic framing of education. There is value - and not just in the economic sense - for teachers in more information about their students. The opportunity afforded by learning analytics is for educators to refuse to be overawed by the process, to understand the tools and techniques, their strengths and limitations, and to use that understanding to improve teaching and learning.
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